
Canteen
Kantine

Book Shop
Bokhandel

Eco River Club

Pop up exhibitions
Pop-up utstillinger

Touchscreen with information
Berøringsskjerm 

Pop up kiosk 

Cafe  
Kafe

Sports venue  
Idrettsarena

Recycling facility  
Gjenvinningsanlegg

Food market  
Mat marked

Public hearings  
Offentlige høringer

Mini cinema  
Kino

Fab lab

Research Center  
Forskningssenter

Public Wi-Fi 
Offentlig  Wi-Fi

Urban agriculture - plants in boxes 
Urbant landbruk - planter i kasser

Potluck
Rest area  
Hvileområde

Barbecue area
Grillplass

«Citizen Scientists» explore river | 
«borgerforskere» utforsker elven

Biodiversity
Biologisk mangfold

stage 1. wild river
trinn 1. vill elv

stage 2. slowing down the flow
trinn 2. bremse strømmen

stage 3. new functions and connections
trinn 3. nye funksjoner og tilkoblinger

Icons from the Noun project: Beer by Icons Producer , equipment by Pause08, pohon pinus by DANIEL , sledge by Juraj Sedlák , dinner by Lnhi , Cinema by amy morgan , Technology by Adrien Coquet , Interactive Display by Luis Prado , 

Headphones by Adrien Coquet , Communication by Mark Anventura , wifi by Acharyas , market by arif fajar yulianto , scene by Rauan , 3D Printer by Franc , kiosk by Strokeicon , drill by Nick Green , presentation by Llisole , Playground by 

Yi Chen , Playground by Danishicon , books by Patrick McDonnell , drop by Alvaro Cabrera , backboard by Creative Stall , Bed by Eagle Eye , hotel room by achmad mulyana , Cafe by Bin Bon , balloons by Icongeek26 , Restaurant by Lars 

Meiertoberens , Book Shop by Jaime Serra , HR by Danil Polshin , beach by Chrystina Angeline , Children by Musmellow , School by LightUPdesign , Research by Template , Recycle by Angelina , pot of luck by mynamepong , Mobile Places 

of Interest App by Symbolon , citizens by Adrien Coquet , Tomato Plant by Michael Zick Doherty , interactivity by ProSymbols , gamepad by Mike Rowe , Charging Phone by Eva Verbeek , satellite map pin by b farias , Online Booking by 

Ben Davis , birdwatching by Luis Prado , virus by Graphic Enginer , outdoor cooking by Vectors Market , elderly care by Adrien Coquet , Stones by anam , Hand by Aleksandr Vector , trekking by Graphic Nehar , Ski by Felipe Alvarado the 

Noun ProjectSki by Dumitriu Robert , Fitness by Hopkins , exhibition by priyanka the Noun Project

Pop up bar 

Maker space creating furniture for the city  
Makerspace som skaper møbler for byen

CFRP Recycling
Gjenvinning av CFRP

Chrismas market 
Julemarked

Ice Rink
Isbane

Lecture hall of the industrial park  
Foredragssalen af industriparken

Playground  
Lekeplass

Concert stage  
Konsert scene

Book swap 
Bokbytte

School
Skole

Sledging
Aking

Rest area 
Hvileområde

River stone path
Elvesteinsti

Bird watching 
Fugletitting

Cross country skiing
Langren
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1FL: 6 mimi-factories
+ community maker spaces

2FL: library, book shop,
community center, 
meeting areas,

3FL: Catapult centre, 
reserach senter, 
secondaty school

HOUSING COMPLEX
BOLIGKOMPLEKS
The 3 buildings  with an undeground parking and a active ground 
floor facade are built in respect for and interact with nature. Each 
building has its unique program, which gives room for different 
wishes and needs. Variation in the construction will promote 
a varied and vivid expression in the buildings, and make the 
area a diverse, vibrant neighbourhood with attractive housing 
for everyone. The pop-up activities including urban gardens 
are incorporated into buildings’ program and are located in the 
courtyard, the terraces and on the ground floor. 

SENIOR HOUSING | ELDREBOLIGER
Brubakken residential units are 
programmed to accommodate elderly 
residents, who need some level of 
assistance. 

RESIDENTIAL UNITS FOR STUDENTS AND VISITORS
BOENHETER FOR STUDENTER OG BESØKERE 
The buildings replace the parking lot by the river. They  
fit into the landscape and look like they have organically 
evolved the site.

THE TRAINING OFFICE FOR INDUSTRIAL STUDIES
OPPLÆRINGSKONTORET FOR INDUSTRIFAG INNLANDET

CAFE
Bld #4

15M

INNOVATION CENTER. 
Layers functions creates intersection and 
coexistance Such vertical layering of functions 
creates a symbiotic revitalization of space and 
synergy among production, education and social 
cohesion. 

THE SPORT CENTRE | IDRETTSANLEGGET

THE BEATING HEART OF VESTRE TOTEN

Bld #3

MULTIPURPOSE PAVILLION
FLERBRUKSPAVILLION

2
RAUFOSS (NO)

To reach the ultimate goal of the project it is critical to 
ensure that different social groups and communities are 
participating in project planning, thereby avoiding the 
predominance of a top-down approach to decision-making. 
The urban development should be seen not merely as a 
matter of implementing world-class technologies and smart 
city solutions, but as a way to promote the creation and 
sustainable production of local culture for local consumption. 
That soft investment brings people together, supporting both 
their environment and everyday life instead of leaving people 
to face drastic change in the coming decades.

NQ242



PUBLIC

TECHNOLOGY

NATURE

STAGE BLUE

STAGE RED

STAGE GREEN

CAR ACCESS

PUBLIC PLAZA

PEDESTRIAN

GREENERY

RESEARCH

PUBLIC

HOUSING

RAUFOSS (NO)

SENIOR HOUSING
INDEPENDENT LIVING

 + ASSISTANT LIVING

SAUNA

HOUSING COMPLEX
3 TYPOLOGIES

UNDEGROUND 
PARKING

204 CARS

SECONDARY SCHOOL + 
CATAPULT CENTRE 

ROW HOUSING SPORT
 FACILITY

LIBRARY+
COMMUNITY CENTER

MINI FACTORIES+
COMMUNITY 
MAKERSPACES

MULTIPURPOSE
 PAVILION

OFFICESMUSEUM

HOTEL

VISITOR CENTER
 + OIR OFFICE

WORKERS
 LOUNGE

BUSINESS SCHOOL

BIKE PARKING EXHIBITION SPACECANTEEN
 + CAFE

STUDENT HOUSING

DIGITAL/PHYSICAL
INTERACTION

POP_UP FUNCTIONS

LINKS

NEW DEVELOPMENT

15M

THE BEATING HEART OF VESTRE TOTEN
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EXISTING BUILDINGS | EKSISTERENDE BYGNINGER

BUILDINGS IN THE CITY | BYGNINGER I BYEN
HUNNSELVA RIVER  | HUNNSELVA ELVEN

RESTORING THE LINK BETWEEN THE FACTORY, THE CITY AND 
ITS MAIN LANDSCAPE RESOURCE

Raufoss is named after a waterfall in the river Hunnselva. The first element is raud 
(“red”), and the last element is foss (“waterfall”).
The RGB colour model is an additive colour model in which red, green and blue 
light are added together in various ways to reproduce a broad array of colours. 
[Wikipedia] 
 We take the idea of the additive colour model as a starting point of the project. 
We focus on the idea of overlaying the elements in the best way so that there is a 
harmonious coexistence between the city centre, the production and nature thereby 
finding “the best array of colours” for Raufoss. The idea of an RGB colour model is 
reflected in the stage plan showing the main milestones in the development of the 
territory. 
The project site, which is undoubtedly the most important strategic development 
zone, is located on both banks of the river Hunnselva, that runs right in the middle 
of the city. The large part of the site is occupied by parking lots, which according 
to the brief, should be replaced by new development. The project site has a greater 
potential to become a knot, a new urban core, which connects and distributes 
people flows and provides new functions and possibilities to fulfil expectations and 
needs of future inhabitants of Raufoss, thus improving the quality of life.

STAGE RED. LIFE BEFORE THE CITY. HANDCRAFTED PRODUCTION OF THE 
SPACE
 
The project starts with the creation of a new connection between the industrial park 
and the city centre. The new bridge, located near the Catapult centre, is being built, 
the fence is moved and Building no. 313, 3, 4 and 5 are now publicly accessible. Two 
paths on both sides of the two-story parking, connecting the river and Storgata, 
are renovated and inviting new visitors to the area. The new square in front of the 
parking is being built to room temporary activities.
Temporary activities are coming to the area. The maker space facility in the Catapult 
centre is a headquarters for the first interventions in the project area. City Lab 
is programming and organising architecture workshops to involve citizens and 
activists in the design and creation of pop-up objects in the area. 
Relatively low budgets and simple physical alterations on this stage could set 
transformation in motion, reprogramming and redirecting the discourse of the place. 
This approach, being a social innovation brings a new level of social cohesion and 
will allow adaptations and alterations of the master plan to be made before the 
capital construction starts.

STAGE GREEN. NEW BUILDINGS - NEW INHABITANTS – NEW STREETPACE

 
This stage starts with the complete redevelopment of the two-story parking lot into the 
three-story Innovation centre. The functions, which were established in the other bank 
of the river, mainly in the Catapult centre move there due to the lack of space at the 
previous location.  Vertical layering of functions creates a symbiotic revitalization of space 
and synergy among production, education and social cohesion. Building #5 transforms 
into the Museum, the upper floor is given to a hotel for the guests of the industrial park.
The social and private residential houses are being emerged in the Brubakken site and 
the area nearby. The pop-up activities including urban gardens are incorporated into 
buildings’ program and are located in the courtyard, the terraces and on the ground floor. 
Talking about the inhabitants, we cannot ignore demographic trends. The population 
will increase as well as the average age of inhabitants in the municipality. The number of 
people older than 80 years will double by 2030 (Statbank Norway). Therefore, Brubakken 
residential units are programmed to accommodate elderly residents, who need some 
level of assistance. 
 

STAGE BLUE. THE BEATING HEART OF VESTRE TOTEN

 
The Sport centre and residential units for students and visitors of the industrial park 
replace the parking lot by the river. The new buildings fit into the landscape and look 
like they have organically evolved the site.
The River Eco club moves to the Innovation centre, giving more room for the 
Museum and its exhibition program. The museum is expanding. At that point, 6 
mini-factories are functioning in the Research centre, so the museum is capable to 
exhibit not only the history of the factory but also new projects of the Innovation 
centre. 
To find a harmony between the city centre and nature, an ecological pedestrian 
route by the river stream is strategically designed conserving the natural heritage 
and reopening the natural area for the people. The new program of the site forms 
a necessary and sufficient critical mass of functions and activities to establish of 
a new urban core around three anchor objects: the Innovation centre, the Sports 
centre and the Museum on the other bank. Functions are packed in scenarios, 
routes and patterns of use within the territory. A set of such scenarios will attract a 
balanced amount of users regardless of the day of the week or season. The new city 
centre is established, the links are restored. 

THE BEATING HEART OF VESTRE TOTEN

Raufoss (NO)

1

EXISTING BUILDINGS | EKSISTERENDE BYGNINGER
NEW CONSTRUCTION | NYBYGG

SITE BORDERS

NEW CONSTRUCTION | NYBYGG NEW CONSTRUCTION | NYBYGG

REPROGRAMMING | OMPROGRAMMERING
REPROGRAMMING | OMPROGRAMMERING REPROGRAMMING | OMPROGRAMMERING

PRIVATE COURTYARD | PRIVAT GÅRDSPLASS PRIVATE COURTYARD | PRIVAT GÅRDSPLASS
DESIGNED LANDSCAPE | DESIGNET LANDSKAP DESIGNED LANDSCAPE | DESIGNET LANDSKAP DESIGNED LANDSCAPE | DESIGNET LANDSKAP
DIY LANDSCAPE  | DIY LANDSKAP DIY LANDSCAPE  | DIY LANDSKAP

NQ242
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